Srx scene

It should come as no surprise that steamy sex scenes are a given in most if not, all? R-rated
movies. But if an actor reveals a body part other than the standard butt or nippleâ€”or if, heaven
forbid, there's a shot that features a stray penis or pubic hairâ€”all hell breaks loose, at least, in
the eyes of the Motion Picture Association. That said, some intrepid Hollywood filmmakers have
tried to capture real sex on camera before, and a handful of brave actors have copped to having
legit PIV sex on screen. In this indie Canadian flick, two young people have sex. Again and
again and again. In fact, there's so little plot because the movie is just one long sex scene. And
the scenes are, in fact, very much real. It had to be truthful. If I believed what they were doing,
I'd keep shooting. If I didn't, I'd stop shooting. But it was too embarrassing to say, 'Give a blow
job. Directed by Lars von Trier and starring Willem Dafoe and Charlotte Gainsbourg, the
controversial Antichrist tells the story of a couple grieving over the loss of their toddler. The
film opens with an explicit sex scene and it features a few close-up shots of penetrative sex
which featured body doubles and not the original actors. The plot is incredibly disturbing, so
it's probably for the best that the sex isn't exactly real, but Gainsbourg's acting is
incredibleâ€”you truly feel her grief and insanity. The plot is kind of difficult to follow, but here's
what I could gather: the main character's rich brother is dead and there's some sort of evil nun,
all of which leads to lots of blowjobs. I'll allow it. In any case, there is so much explicit sex in
this movie. Why do I live here again? This romantic film documents a month rendezvous with a
couple Kieran O'Brien and Margo Stilley that loves sex and rock and roll. They watch live music,
they go on mini-vacations, and they bone. Plus, there's a beautiful, sun-lit cunnilingus scene
involving a blindfold. In fact, director Zalman King had to remove a scene in the theatrical
release to ensure it had an R rather than an X rating, which was rumored to be an unsimulated
sex scene. Otis has denied the rumors , but if you watch the scene which lives on today on tube
sites , there's some very genuine chemistry there. The movie got terrible reviews across the
board, and the quality of the sex scene is no exception. It's grainy and awkward, with poor
camera angles, and Gallo spends the entire time holding onto his shaft, out of either
embarrassment of the size or the fact that he wasn't fully erect. Now that I'm a porn director and
I've seen probably 17, on-camera blowjobs, this pales in comparison. While that doesn't sound
like the sexiest plot in the world, the movie sensitively depicts how death affects a
relationshipâ€”and in this case, it leads to very intense sex. For many years, it was rumored by
people on set that Christie and Sutherland had unsimulated sex. Sutherland has denied it, but
either way, this is some really serious softcore Skinemax action. Directed by Lars von Trier hey,
the man likes shooting insane sex scenes , Nymphomaniac obviously features tons and tons of
sex. But honestly, it's less sexy than a depressing glimpse into the life of a sex addict: one
minute, you might want to go out and sleep with the next stranger you meet, and the next you
might want to take a long, hot shower. Von Trier has stated that the film uses porn performers
as body doubles for the actors, and that prosthetic vaginas were used in the sex scenes as well.
But the double-penetration scene with Charlotte Gainsbourg and two African brothers named
Papou and Kookie looks about as real as a DP gets. United States. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. We're Big Fans of the Peloton Tread. Lie With Me Antichrist Nordisk Film
Distribution. Satan's Baby Doll Screengrab via Severin. Love Screengrab via Wild Bunch.
Shortbus Screengrab via ThinkFilm. Wild Orchid Screengrab via Triumph Releasing. The Brown
Bunny Don't Look Now Nymphomanic, Vols. Screengrab via Zentropa Entertainments. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Movie sex scenes come in all forms
and they don't always go to plan , but there have been movies over the years that have gone
one step further. It's rare to see such scenes in mainstream movies, but ever since Lars von
Trier's The Idiots was a critical success even though it caused some controversy at the time ,
there have been arthouse and independent movies using actual sex in their final cuts. Not that
those stars were involved in the movie's orgy scenes, as producer Bob Guccione the founder of
Penthouse magazine filmed those hardcore scenes after production had finished, using a
skeleton crew and Penthouse Pets, before editing them into the final movie. One such scene
saw Fox's character perform fellatio on Rylance's character, which took place for real. Michael
Winterbottom's 9 Songs arguably remains the most sexually explicit non-porn British movie of
all time. It contains several scenes of unsimulated sex between the two leads Kieran O'Brien
and Margo Stilley. All that and nine live music performances, what more could you want? We
worked with them for two-and-a half years before we filmed it. According to Pattinson, he had to
do it for real as it wouldn't have looked authentic. I can tell you right now, no chance. So I
rubbed one out in front of the camera," he recalled, adding that he was worried it'd end his
career, but then he got Twilight. A happy ending, for sure. Lars von Trier was at it again with
Antichrist, about a couple who retreat to a cabin in the woods after the death of their child. It

also featured hardcore sex scenes, but it wasn't involving the main stars Willem Dafoe and
Charlotte Gainsbourg. In fact, it was funny, for the scene in which she masturbates him and the
blood comes out, they just kept on going. I could not understand it," von Trier told Rotten
Tomatoes. Lars again, this time in the two-part drama Nymphomaniac about a self-diagnosed
nymphomaniac who recounts her sexual experiences after an assault. As with Antichrist , von
Trier used the same digital trickery to include real sex scenes in the movie. It caused
controversy at its Cannes premiere, but in , Sevigny stood by the scene. The real talking point is
that the movie ended up being a TikTok challenge where users recorded themselves watching
the first scene of Love without knowing that it featured a couple's mutual masturbation. Digital
Spy has launched its first-ever digital magazine with exclusive features, interviews, and videos.
Interested in Digital Spy's weekly newsletter? Sign up to get it sent straight to your inbox - and
don't forget to join our Watch This Facebook Group for daily TV recommendations and
discussions with other readers. Type keyword s to search. And sometimes, it involved stars you
wouldn't have expected to be involved. Mondadori via Getty Images. Optimum Releasing.
Artificial Eye. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Movies. Before HBO and Netflix, you didn't have many options if you wanted to watch a
no-holds-barred, graphic, sexy sex scene. But the age of streaming changed all that, and now
not only can you watch literally any kind of sex scene you want, whenever you want, you can
also catch some down-and-dirty sex on your favorite TV shows Friends would never! Sex is a
normal, healthy, essential part of being a human in this world, and it's only right that some of
the best TV shows out there reflect that. On that note, here are the most hot, graphic, and in
some cases groundbreaking sex scenes we've seen on the small screen. If you're looking for
scenes that venture more towards "romantic and passionate" territory, check out our roundup
of those kind of sex scenes. Oh, and if you're looking for just Game of Thrones sex scenes, you
bet we've got those too. Hulu's adaptation of Celeste Ng's novel Little Fires Everywhere had
plenty of sexiness, but fans were particularly floored by a scene between Tiffany Boone playing
a younger version of Kerry Washington's character, Mia and Anika Noni Rose playing Pauline
Hawthorne, a professor who becomes Mia's mentor. The actresses involved are clearly crazy
hot, but the set-up added a layer of drama that took the can't-not-watch factor to the next level.
In the scene, Boone's Mia is pregnantâ€”with Pauline's child, which she is carrying as a
surrogate for Pauline and her husband. Way back in Season 1, Insecure established that things
were going to be hot AF with the memorable hookup between Issa and her high school
boyfriend, Daniel while she was still seeing Lawrence. You can't make a show about Catherine
the Great without sex. Or, I guess you could , but why even bother, you know? Unsurprisingly,
the scenes with Leo are the hot ones. We had an intimacy coordinator that was on set whenever
we had those scenes, to make everyone feel good and make everything look real. And I had
never worked with anyone like that before, but that was nice to have. And of course, I think sex
is also a real big part of the real Catherine the Great's life. She was notoriously kind of beyond
her time in that way. She was very open and free and loved sex, so that's obviously something
that I wanted to touch upon. You see the young Catherine on her first wedding night, and it's not
exactly how she was expecting it to go. And she ultimately gets a lover in Leo, they have the sex
that they have, which is more loving and passionate. The sex with Nick [Hoult] and the sex with
Sebastian [de Souza] in the show is very different. When they finally consummate their
romance, it's so hot you'll need a cold shower after watching it. And, it's worth noting, the
extreme sexiness of the scene is actually the tame version. It was as mild as I could have made
it. There are plenty of steamy scenes between Merritt Wever and Domhnall Gleeson in HBO's
Run and the chemistry they bring to every encounter between their characters, Ruby and Billy,
is honestly jaw-dropping. Even more jaw-dropping? The fact that the sexiness we see on the
show is toned down. Everyone was horrified! We cut a lot of it back because I lost my nerve. As
sexy as it is to watch Daredevil and Elektra get it on in a boxing ring, though, Cox doesn't love
the reputation being a sexy human on camera for a living has earned him. In a interview with
The Telegraph , he said being a sex symbol makes him "horribly uncomfortable. One scene in
particular, in which Tom Hiddleston bared his butt while simulating sex with costar Elizabeth
Debicki. I had no idea of the effect it had," Debicki said of the now-iconic scene. I didn't realize
that [his butt flashing] was going on in that scene. I was looking at his face. I just don't think
twice about it. It was important for the scene and no more or less significant than any of the
other scenes in the story. A lot of the sex in Ryan Murphy's Hollywood is cringe-worthy at best
the series explores the exploitative casting couch culture of s Hollywood , but the romantic
scenes between Jake Picking as Rock Hudson and Jeremy Pope as aspiring screenwriter
Archie Coleman are swoon-y and sweet and, yeah, very sexy. When you watch Archie's

narrative and this group of individuals, I don't think you feel sorry for them. They're hungry,
they're ambitious, they want it, and they'll work hard to get it If anything, it's teaching me to
stand in my blackness with pride and strength. Speaking of threesomes, the sexy and
sometimes hilarious one shared by Orlando Bloom, Malin Akerman, and Kate Micucci in
Netflix's anthology series Easy is another must-see. In spite of its religious themes, the show
pushes all kinds of boundaries, especially when it comes to nudity and sexuality. In these last
years everybody is afraid of nudity and I don't know why. You have two options: to stay dressed
or be naked. I put both options. If in certain scenes I think I must have sex, I must have sex.
Orange Is the New Black has plenty of sexy AF scenes, but the shower scene between fan
favorite pairing Soso and Poussey deserves a special mention. People would make fun of me on
set all the time, Danielle mainly, because I would come off set or when they were changing the
camera setup or whatever, and I would have my arm around Kimiko and she would have her arm
around me and I would be like, 'Yeah, this is my girlfriend. Natalie Dormer would be hot AF in a
parka, sitting alone in an empty room. So put her in naughty situations and period costumes
and there aren't enough fire emojis to describe it. Grey's Anatomy has plenty of steamy
moments, most of which capture the raw, frantic, sometimes desperate nature of needing to get
it on. Early on, Izzy and Alex shared one of the show's sexiest hookups. Bonus points for Izzy
famously taking charge of the moment and telling Alex to take off his pants. Westworld is a
show that's 99 percent about exploring sexual fantasies, so it's not a surprise that it continues
to bring the sex and bring it big. In its third season, Westworld upped the sex ante with a full-on
Eyes Wide Shut -level scene that took place at an auction where the wealthy bid on chances to
make some of those aforementioned sexual fantasies come true. When it comes to nudity-free,
network TV-friendly sex scenes, they don't get much more earnest or steamy than Olivia and
Fitz's electronics closet hookup on Scandal. Because this is not your real partner in life, doing
that is awkward. Hulu's Normal People was filled with truly exceptional sex scenes, but the
hottest by far came at the end of the series, when Connell and Marianne finally knew each
otherâ€”and themselvesâ€”enough to have their most satisfying sex yet. The cast achieved the
show's sexy realism in the same way good sex happens in real lifeâ€”by setting clear
boundaries and having open conversations about their comfort levels. If you had a sweet,
innocent crush on Mark-Paul Gosselaar back in his Saved By the Bell days, then avert your
eyes, because you'll never see Zack Morris the same again once this image of the actor having
sex with weed-dealing housewife Nancy played by Mary-Louise Parker in a dive bar is burned
on your brain. To me, she's not that. Netflix's Feel Good is a treasure and that's thanks in large
part to the tender intimacy shared by Mae and George on the series. Basically, any moment with
these two and a bed is sure to satisfyâ€”emotionally and sexually. There are hot-as-fire sex
scenes and then there are fire-themed-and-still-hot sex scenes and Sex and the City will forever
be champion of the latter, thanks to Samantha's fireman fantasy scene, complete with dress-up
play and strip-tease. Sex scenes co-starring Steve Buscemi might not immediately come to
mind in lists of the sexiest sex on TV, but Paz De La Huerta's reverse cowgirl moment on
Boardwalk Empire will change that. Her secret to making fake sex so truly steamy? Play the
love, not the lust. They might be having sex in a a scene, but there is always something deeper.
Life is complicated. Normal People has too many amazing sex scenes to choose just one. In
episode 2, Marianne and Connell consummate their love and their first time is tender, real, and
endearingly awkward. And I think particularly in their first time scene, the fact that Connell was
very concerned about consent and they use protection â€” it's very rare that you see a scene
that is both beautiful and tender and sexy, but also has those elements in it. There isn't kind of,
billowing sheets and warm candlelight. It's very awkward. You know, Marianne's bra gets stuck
around her arms. It's bubbly and they kind of make hesitant conversation before it happens
when they both know why they're there. It's a very healthy depiction of sex. Carnival Row
arrived on Amazon Prime in to fill the Game of Thrones -shaped hole in our collective fantasy
sex-loving souls, and it did not disappointâ€”at very least in the fantasy sex department. In
Season 1, episode 3, viewers were treated to a particularly hot love scene between faerie
Vignette Cara Delevingne and half-blood Philo Orlando Bloom. In Season 2, Pose gave viewers
a look into Pray Tell's love life, including a very steamy love scene between him and Ricky. Until
now," he said. My nerves are frayed, I'm going to take a Valium and watch it tonight. Long
before Meredith Grey Ellen Pompeo and Derek Shepherd Patrick Dempsey were endgame, they
were on opposite ends of a love triangle: When they met, Shepherd was separated from his
wife, who he later reunited with. In this scene, the two lock eyes at a work event before going up
to an operating room and ripping one another's clothes off. Empire knows how to do sex
scenes. Even though the scene didn't escalate to full-on sex, it's proof that foreplay is amazing
all on its own. And, in response to some of the fat shaming hate the scene garnered because
parts of the the internet are, as we all know, a cesspool , Sidibe told EW : "I had the most fun

ever filming that scene even though I was nervous. I felt sexy and beautiful and I felt like I was
doing a good job. I keep hearing that people are 'hating' on it I'm not sure how anyone could
hate on love but that's okay. You may have your memes. Honestly, I'm at work too busy to
check Twitter anyway. I'd give Penn Badgley's sex scenes with Elizabeth Lail in the first season
of You a solid A, but his chemistry with season two's lead, Victoria Pedretti you'll remember her
from the distinctly un-sexy Haunting of Hill House , is next-level. It's a totally different dynamic,
and if you actively ignore the fact that he's murdering people, it's very hot. In this super-hot
scene, Rachel and Mike finally give into their feelings for each other and have sex at work.
Which is cool and sexy, but also, Meghan Markle is in it! Yes, this technically takes place when
the couple are in high school, which feels weird, but Betty Lili Reinhart and Jughead Cole
Sprouse are 23 and 27 in real life, so consider this coupling in their mid-twenties instead.
Reinhart and Sprouse are a couple both on-screen and off, so you know the chemistry is real.
The hottest sex scene between the two has to be when Betty, the show's resident good girl,
role-plays in a black corset and glossy black wig. Even though most of the season's sexy action
revolved around the romance between Vignette Cara Delevingne and Philo Orlando Bloom ,
another love story also grabbed every viewer's attention: The one between human Imogen
Spurnrose Tamzin Merchant and faun Agreus David Gyasi. When the two finally consummated,
we couldn't look away, and admit it, neither could you. Black Mirror tackled the intersection of
sexuality and technology in its Season 5 premiere, "Striking Vipers. Again, this takes place
during high school, but please remember that both actors are in their mid-twenties. Justin and
Jessica have gotten together and broken up over and over again in 13 Reasons Why , but this
sex scene, in which Jessica takes control of her sex life, is super spicy. But he is also just a
nice guy and always has your back. I always felt really safe and protected. Every intimate scene
in the show is notable, but you can't beat the one where Sookie Anna Paquin and Eric
Alexander Skarsgard have sex in a snowy wonderland while covered in fur. It's nothing like, 'Oh,
hi, nice to meet you. Now take off your clothes and go into the fog. They're all very gentlemanly
about it. She and actor Matt Bomer, who plays Donovan, have a foursome with two
othersâ€”which is steamy enough, but things are taken to a whole new level when Gaga and
Bomer slit the throats of their partners as part of their orgy. Bomer said of finding out about the
nature of the scene: "You freak out a little bit for sure. In one of the hottest coming-of-age
scenes ever filmed, a young Chuck and Blair get it on in the back of a limo. It's just one of many
steamy Gossip Girl scenes for this couple, who were on and off for, oh, pretty much the entire
series, but find a way to make it work in the end but not before having makeup sex, like, a
million times. We've spent a l ot of time thinking about Game of Thrones' sex scenes since the
show decided incest is something we should all casually be fine with which, still no , but this
scene between Jon Snow Kit Harington and Ygritte Rose Leslie is definitely the most gorgeous
of the series. And weirdly, despite being a couple in real life, Harington says the scene was
heavily staged: "It's also a very clinical procedure, you know? It's very strange," he explained.
So we obviously rehearsed it a few timesâ€”fully clothed, mind you! In its first episode, Carnival
Row set the stage for the absolutely, mind-blowingly weird interspecies fantasy sex that will be
its legacy with an aerial scene between Tourmaline, a faerie prostitute played by Karla Crome
and Jonah, a human played by Arty Froushan. In the first episode, you get the whole scene with
Jonah and Tourmaline on top of him and lifting him up with her wings. If you haven't seen
Sense8's orgy, you haven't lived. It's truly iconic in the world of TV sex, and a must-watch for
people into orgies anyone? Okay, now Jamie go out. YA show Gossip Girl featured a
threesomeâ€”or as close as they could get to one on a network like the CW. While the sex was
only implied , this was a bold move for a series made for teenagers, and helped normalize
sexual experimentation. When we did our threesome episode in season three, we definitely
caught some flack. Brian Gale Harold and Justin's first hookup in Queer as Folk's pilot episode
was one of the first gay sex scenes between two men on televisionâ€”and that's a huge deal.
There were some foreign movies at the indie movie rental places that were about gay stories
and sexuality that weren't pornography. When you're that desperateâ€”they're so powerful.
Especially to me as an adolescent it wasâ€”oh my god, life-changing. So I was really excited
that I was going to be a part of that for other people and telling a gay story that was going to be
on television. The L Word was groundbreaking for lesbian representation on television, and this
scene between Bette Jennifer Beals and Tina Laurel Holloman is one of the best. Mostly
because it takes place in a kitchen, and there is no greater combination than food and sex. It
didn't work if people weren't fully committed to it. Hello, did you know Henry Cavill a. Superman
was in The Tudors? And that he had a ton of sex in it? And that said sex was so intense he got
an actual erection? That happened. She's basically rubbing herself all over me and, um, it got a
bit hard," he explained. It's not great when you're in a professional acting environment and
somebody gets a boner, is it? No, not acceptable. Almost every episode of Outlander comes

with a handy sex scene for you to sweat over YAY! It was very physical and lustful. To do this
somehow felt easier, but more intimate because this was more about discovering each other.
Yeah, we were both slightly nervous, which I think helps. In the scene, it's part of them finding
each other. We worked it out in rehearsals what we wanted the viewer to see and not see and
how we wanted it to be portrayed. Again, we don't want [the sex] to be gratuitous but it's very
important for the characters and what happens to their relationship. During its seven seasons,
Sons of Anarchy pushed just about every boundary imaginable. In one particularly memorable
sex scene from Season 1, Jax Charlie Hunnam and Tara Maggie Siff celebrate their murder of
her abusive boyfriend with a bout of passionate love making. With the corpse still in the room.
As you do. In , Hunnam talked about striking balance in sex scenes. Who can forget the episode
of Sex and the City where Samantha Kim Cattrall finds a young farm hand and has sex with him
in the barn? No one, that's who. Because it's been etched in our eyeballs for all eternity. And it
was so epic. And they're like, 'Dude, this is the fourth season. Masters of Sex has plenty of hot
and steamy scenes to choose from, but one of the most graphic and, well, scientific of the
series came when Lizzy Caplan's Virginia Johnson and Michael Sheen's William Masters have
sex for science while hooked up to monitors. Our show is about sex and intimacy. Most shows
are about other things. Maybe dragons? Yes, we already have Jon and Ygritte on this list, but
honestly, there's another GOT love scene that absolutely deserves inclusion on the ground of
gorgeousness alone: The tender sex scene between Missandei Nathalie Emmanuel and Grey
Worm Jacob Anderson. These characters have had one of the greatest emotional arcs on the
series and when they finally made their relationship physical, it was perfection. In its third
episode, American Gods wowed audiences with a sex scene that was at once touching,
empowering, and tender. The scene, between a young Middle Eastern man named Salim Omid
Abtahi and a god called the Jinn Mousa Kraish , was sexy, sensual, and everything else you
could want it to be. It was important for us in this depiction to have Salim drop to his knees and
prepare to achieve sex the way he'd been accustomed to, and the Jinn lifts him off of his knees
and kisses him and treats him much more soulfully and spiritually to change his perception of
who he is and what his sexual identity has become. That felt like it was empowering in a
different way, showing a protagonist as the one who is being penetrated. That comes with all
sorts of preconceptions of gender roles and what it is to be a gay man at the same time. Talk
about breaking taboos. While Marnie Allison Williams and Desi's "anilingus" scene isn't exactly
the definition of "graphic and gorgeous" we've included it here because it was SUCH a huge
moment in on-screen sex. Sure, there are no rules on HBO, but Girls took things to the next
level with this honest depiction of intimacy. And no, the actor who played Desi Ebon
Moss-Bachrach was nowhere close to doing the real thing. You wouldn't know; it's total TV
magic. The sexual tension between Offred Elisabeth Moss and Nick was through-the-roof during
The Handmaid's Tale , and it was all the more potent thanks to the themes of female sexual
repression in the show. When the two characters finally gave into their physical desire, it was
completely gloriousâ€”not to mention beautifully filmed. This society is so terrified of female
pleasure specifically, so these moments of reprieve are important. That scene was simple to
shoot [because] it was more primal than anything else I worked on. Mike [Barker, the director] is
uniquely gifted to shoot such scenesâ€”he's a man with no filter. And Lizzie [Moss] and I are
very close and trust and respect each other. It's was a very effective combination of people to
tackle a scene like that. During its first season, Westworld went all in on a glamorous,
gold-painted orgy scene. The scene was one of the most talked about during the show's
explosive debut season and drew comparisons to Stanley Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut. When
asked if there was ever concern that the scene went too far, co-executive producer and
supervising director Richard J. Lewis told The Hollywood Reporter , "I think all of us have a
modicum of taste that keeps us from taking it too far into the pornographic world and keeps it in
the sensual world. I think that's important. Buffy and Spike's relationship is one of the most
controversial on the series and in mainstream television history, for that matter. It was doomed
from the start and culminated in a hard-to-watch scene of sexual assault that, for many, tainted
the entire coupling. And yet Buffy and Spike's first "love" scene deserves inclusion on this list
for its graphic depiction of sex that served a purpose other than romance for the show's female
lead, which was actually pretty subversive in the early aughts. In the scene, described by some
as sadomasochistic, Buffy and Spike literally destroy an abandoned building while doing the
deed. Not everyone was a fan, of course, including Sarah Michelle Gellar. Shameless has given
the world a lot like, a lot of amazing sex scenes over the years, but Season 1's kitchen sex
scene between Fiona and Jimmy will always be iconic. Emmy Rossum, who played Fiona
Gallagher for the show's first nine seasons, also happens to think the scene is important for
showing a side of sex not often presented on screen. And also, I feel like, as an adult, a lot of
how you feel about yourself and what your inner workings are can be revealed in a sexual

situation. When it comes to sex on TV, maybe no show has embraced the very real and often
not romantic realities of the act more than FX's You're the Worst , which kicked things off in its
pilot with a sex scene that set up the entire series. Does it help the story? Or is it just goddamn
entertaining? We clearly started off season one with a strong sex scene between two strangers
who became the leads on our show. The sex scene between Luke Cage and Misty Knight is pure
fire in all of the best ways. Seriously, there could be no wrong with a sex scene starring these
two. I know where you work. We can keep this casual. Game of Thrones has had its share of
sexy, sexy love scenes over the years, and its final season has been no exception. Fans were
shocked but also pretty into it when fully-grown Arya Stark took charge and let her longtime
crush and fellow sexy adult human Gendry know that she wanted to get it on. And everybody
else has already done it on the show, soâ€¦ " Maisie Williams, who plays Arya, said of the scene
during an EW interview. You want people to act more normal. In one very memorable sex scene
from Showtime's serial killer drama Dexter , the titular angel of death seemed like he was about
to get his kill on with Hannahâ€”but then got something else entirely on, instead. It was kind of
like riding a bike for him. Lifetime's UnREAL was the fake Bachelor drama we all needed in our
livesâ€”and it included all of the sexiness that we can only imagine is too hot for TV on the real
Bachelor. In one scene from Season 3, the show gave us a taste of what might go on in the
Fantasy Suites and in the crew's rooms. Shameless has had plenty of sex scenes over the
years, but one of the standouts came in season 3, when Lip ended up hooking up with a woman
named Blake, who gave him a memorable pep talk about delayed gratification. Jane might have
stayed a virgin longer than we ever could have imagined on Jane the Virgin , but she did
eventually experiment with casual sex, resulting in a very sexy or, as sexy as The CW will allow,
at least romp with a gorgeous specimen named Fabian. If you want to emphasize the "chill" next
time you decide to Netflix and Chill for date night, might we suggest Altered Carbon , Season 1,
episode 5 , which features a particularly steamy hookup between Kovacs and Ortega. Euphoria
has made headlines with every episode, often for its depictions of sex. The scene left many fans
of the boy band outraged and, while its tastefulness is up for debate, there's no denying its
impactful depiction of the intersection between fan fiction and sexual fantasy. While the
steaminess of a network television teen drama can only get so hot, Riverdale 's sensual
moment between Betty and Jughead, in which she declares that she wants "all of him" tonight,
is about as hot as the circumstances and censors allow. With a title like The Affair , this
Showtime drama was guaranteed to be a big pile of sexy right from the start. Season 1, episode
6's shower scene is particularly steamyâ€”both literally and figuratively. By the show's fifth
season, star Dominic West confessed that he was over the constant sex scenes. Gypsy may
have only lasted one season on Netflix, but the Naomi Watts-led drama will live on forever in the
hearts of Jean and Sidney shippers everywhere. The red hot relationship was burned into fans'
brains thanks to their hookup in the show's seventh episode. Thanks to Gabe's paranoid brain,
we're all treated to a smoking hot fantasy scene between Sam and Reggie that could make
anyone thirsty. United States. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. You may be able
to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their
web site. This content is imported from YouTube. This content is imported from Giphy. Related
Story. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. A sex scene in a movie
has to accomplish a lot. Far from just depicting two characters or more doing it, a love scene
should progress the story in some way, or tell the audience something new that they didn't
know about a character before. Ideally, a good sex scene should also be hot, without being
exploitative of the actors, or perpetrating demeaning tropes and cliches about sex. For
filmmakers, writing and directing sex scenes can be like walking a tightrope, with "too explicit"
on one side, and "cringeworthy" on the other. Here are several moments from film which we feel
thread that needle expertly, including a number of handpicked scenes from porn star and
director Joanna Angel. Atonement is a film about war, love, class differences, and regret, but
mostly it's a film about two people who are incandescently horny for each other. The scene in
which Robbie and Cecilia finally consummate their long-simmering attraction in the library
during a fancy dinner party is one of shadows and muted gasps, which heighten the sense of
intimacy as well as the scandalous nature of the actâ€”which will be tragically misinterpreted by
an onlooker. The movie itself isn't great, but the scene features Charlize Theron in an all-white
lace bodysuit, so there's that. Not only does this scene sell the hell out of Charlize Theron and
Seth Rogen's sexual chemistry, it also subverts expectation by having Theron's character a
workaholic politician by the one who is freaky in the bedroom. It's rare for rom-coms to be so
bawdy, and even rarer still for the female character to be the one who gets to express their
desires and expectations in the bedroom. Joanna Angel: As a porn director, I know there are

many, many logistical issues that come with shooting sex in a swimming pool. If there's too
much sun, it can cause unflattering reflections; if there's not enough sun, that's a problem, too.
Who wants to see people getting it on in a pool on a cloudy day? Plus, there's inevitably going
to be at least one girl on set who's like, "I hope this isn't a problem, but I can't get my hair
extensions wet. Of course it's a problem. But in the classic Wild Things, Neve Campbell and
Denise Richards have the perfect pool sex scene, all without freaking out about their
extensions. After almost beating the crap out of each other, they make out under the perfect
moonlight before seamlessly segueing into a steamy sex scene. It's Hollywood. Anything can
happen. Ennis and Jack's first sexual encounter in the tent is urgent and raw in every sense ,
and is a pivotal moment in the story. It also sent out some pretty inaccurate information
regarding the act of anal sex to viewers, many of whom had never seen it depicted on-screen
before. At this point in the movie, Quincy and Monica have known each other since they were
kids, and their first love scene encapsulates that culmination of years of attraction, as well as
the sheer awkwardness of crossing that line with your best friend. Set to a sultry rendition of
'This Woman's Work', the scene gives the two characters time and space to be naked in front of
each other, both figuratively and literally, before they have sex. In Meet Joe Black , Brad Pitt's
body is taken over by Death himself, and Pitt plays the character as one who is full of mystery
and secret knowledge. Claire Forlani, meanwhile, is percent human, and it is she who guides
Pitt through what is essentially his first sexual experience in this scene which explores the
innocent, loving side of Death. Alas or, I guess, thankfully? But I'll always have this adorable
scene featuring disgruntled teen Veronica Sawyer Winona Ryder and equally disgruntled yet
also psychotic teen JD Christian Slater in the cult classic Heathers. Not only does this montage
feature two incredibly sexy actorsâ€”Ryan Reynolds and Morena Baccarinâ€”but it also serves
as a highly efficient piece of storytelling. By checking in with Wade and Vanessa's sex life on
every major holiday including International Women's Day , the movie grants their relationship
more weight than a lot of other superhero flicks, where the love interest often feels like an
afterthought. It also gets to have the kind of R-rated fun that would feel out of place in The
Avengers. Is there anything sexier than a game of cat-and-mouse between two people who are
undeniably hot for each other? In this remake of the classic heist movie, Rene Russo has been
investigating Pierce Brosnan for weeksâ€”but the chase becomes real when she shows up to a
black and white ball wearing RED and neither of them is able to keep up the pretense any
longer. This scene between bored housewife Diane Lane and sexy foreign stud Olivier Martinez
features some highly emotional and very, very sexy infidelity, which culminates with Lane
crying and having an orgasm at the same time. The sex scene in Don't Look Now , adapted from
the novella by Daphne Du Maurier, famously caused controversy when the film was first
released. Shots of the married couple played by Donald Sutherland and Julie Christie having
sex were interspersed with footage of them getting dressed to go out to dinner, making the
scene in some ways a macrocosmic portrait of a marriage. Joanna Angel: This Notorious B. Did
we mention she's wearing a schoolgirl outfit in this scene? While not technically a sex scene in
that neither of the characters makes physical contact, this exchange from Bent is charged with
desire. Max and Horst Clive Owen and Lothaire Bluteau are gay men in a concentration camp
who are unable to touch or even look at each otherâ€”an obstacle they overcome in this scene
by finding another way to be intimate. Whether they're talking about Jeopardy! This scene,
where Harrelson playfully throws an irate Perez in the shower with their clothes on and turns
the water on before the two have sex on the couch, is so damn cute and fun. Considering its
entire premise is steeped in the politics and power of sex, Cruel Intentions is a relatively chaste
movie. Aside from that memorable kiss between Sarah Michelle Gellar and Selma Blair, the
film's only other real moment of passion is when Ryan Phillippe and Reese Witherspoon's
characters sleep together. It's a reversal of their previous dynamic: Sebastian had all the power
when he set out to seduce Annette, but he is just as vulnerable as she during their first time
together. The hottest sex scene isn't actually a sex scene, but a masturbation scene, in which
Elio Chalamet is thinking about Oliver Hammer and in a fit of passion, confusion, and anger,
masturbates inside of a peach. It's an odd yet incredibly sensual and romantic scene, and it's
one of the most memorable moments of the movie. Jennifer Tilley is the quintessential femme
fatale in this first encounter with Gina Gershon, having dropped an earring down the sink on
purpose in order to have a pretext to be alone with her while her mafioso boyfriend is out of the
apartment. The chemistry between the two women is instant and irrepressible, and they throw
down right there and then. Joanna Angel: Basic Instinct raised the bar on sex scenes in
Hollywood. Hell, it even gave some porn sex scenes a run for their money. This scene between
cop Nick Curran Michael Douglas and sociopathic crime novelist Catherine Trammell Sharon
Stone is pure carnal attraction: it's just two beautiful people ravaging each other and having
incredible orgasms. They're clutching the bed posts, scratching each other's backs, and just

generally losing control, and it's just as hot now as it was more than 25 years ago. Only kissing
is shown between Rachel McAdams and Rachel Weisz here, but it is performed with such
wanton lust that it feels like a consummation â€” just listen to all that moaning. It became
something of a joke that the love scenes in Disobedience featured so much saliva; McAdams
has since said that they used lychee-flavored lube to make those passionate kisses nice and
wet. Joanna Angel: Normally, I hate how Hollywood depicts the adult industry. Most directors
seem to think porn stars are either cartoonishly dumb, or that we're depraved pieces of trash.
To be clear, we are neither. But Boogie Nights is a fantastic movie with a great cast, incredible
writing, and really hot sex. When Amber Waves Julianne Moore demands that Dirk Diggler Mark
Wahlberg finishes inside of her while they're shooting their first scene togetherâ€¦ it gets me
every time. It's one of the few instances where a movie shows a woman in porn not as a victim,
but as a sexually empowered woman who has a lot of fun doing her job. Joanna Angel: I
actually knew Natalie Portman as a child. Our parents ran in the same circles, so we attended a
lot of the same bat mitzvahs. I was competitive with her as a preteen, and that feeling has
lingered into adulthood even though she's pretty clearly won, being a famous movie star and
all. When I saw Darren Aronofsky's psychosexual thriller Black Swan, I had already established
myself as a porn actor and director. I was wrong. The scene shows so much but so little:
Portman's orgasms look and sound so gut-wrenchingly real, and you can see the fear and
ecstasy in her face as she clenches the sheets. It's highly erotic, even though it doesn't show so
much as a nipple. Joanna Angel: As someone who's had public sex more than a few times, I've
always considered this train sex scene between sex worker Lana Rebecca de Mornay and
ambitious high school student Joel a very young Tom Cruise a huge turn-on. It isn't so much
the actual sex that's so hot as it is the build-up of sexual tension leading to that moment â€” but
when they finally kick the last guy off the train, you know for sure that these two people need to
have sex, and it's gonna be intense. The Phil Collins soundtrack also helps. Yes, I can feel it
coming in the air tonight, Phil. Joanna Angel: I may have been the only person in America who
liked this movie, but it's a zombie comedy-thriller featuring Megan Fox as a hot and horny
demon and Amanda Seyfried as her plain Jane BFF: what's not to like, I ask you? The tension
between the two of them builds throughout the whole movie, culminating with a slumber party
makeout scene featuring Fox in tube shorts and underwear. The fact that it ends with a lot of
blood doesn't detract from the fact that this is a sweet and sexy moment. Joanna Angel: This
threesome scene between a tantric sex-obsessed drug dealer Desmond Askew and two stoned
bridesmaids ends with the entire room going up in flames. So yes, it's a bit silly, but as the
creator of movies with titles like Rock and Roll In My Butthole, silly is something I can certainly
appreciate. Besides, imagine being so into your pleasure and the pleasure of your partners that
you don't notice you're all about to burn to death until the very last possible moment. This
scene is both literally and figuratively hot. Joanna Angel: The beloved cult movie Wet Hot
American Summer is a goofy parody of s summer camp flicks, so it's not exactly known for its
eroticism. Even Bradley Cooper says he loved shooting it. But this threesome scene toward the
end of the film, which peaks with a liplock between Luna and Bernal, is probably the hottest,
capturing a brief burst of passion in the heat of the moment. Joanna Angel: Directed by David
Lynch, this movie is so confusing that it yields different interpretations every time you watch it.
It's unclear if it's real or a dream, or if Betty is actually a woman named Diane, but what is clear
is that the sex scene is beautiful and incredibly romantic, with a surging orchestral score and
some deep, intense eye contact. When God's Own Country begins, Johnny is used to casual
sexual encounters, often as a means of releasing his pent-up anger and frustrations. His first
tryst with farmhand Georgi begins in much the same way, but the most erotic moment in the
film happens when Georgi stops what the viewer presumes is going to be another rough sex
act, and instead shows Johnny what real intimacy looks like. United States. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. We're Big Fans of the Peloton Tread. New World Pictures. TriStar
Pictures. You win, Natalie. You win. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. Do you remember the first time you were sexually excited by an image on a screen? We
do! It might've been a music video to a teen-pop bop, or a particularly mushy episode of Buffy.
Most likely, it was a movie of the PG persuasion, which you snuck a viewing of far from the eyes
of your parents when you were nowhere near the age of Looking back, those scenes were cute.
Nowhere near the sex scenes you've seen in movies since you branched out into the R-rated
category and beyond. Sex scenes are nearly as old as movies themselves. In fact, one of the
first films to be screened for the public debuted in and was called The Kiss. It was quite steamy
for its time, featuring a full-on brushing of the lips, which, let us tell you, really riled up the
modest-minded folks of the late 19th century. But these days, a movie sex scene has to

accomplish a lot more to be memorableâ€”especially when we've been so impressed by the
earth-shattering sex scenes appearing in television shows of late see: Normal People and
Insecure. It has to be downright crazy. There's the hot stuff that begs for repeated rewatchings.
There are scenes from horror movies that make us recoil in disgust, and boundary-pushing
scenes that inspire a trove of thought pieces. There's most of what Micky Rourke touched in the
'80s. Here's a selection of 50 such movie sex scenes, from the classics to recent releases, each
one seemingly crazier than the next. Fun fact: To shoot the lesbian sex scene in a way that
made his leads feel comfortable, Park gave the male crew members the day off, hired a female
boom operator, and filmed the encounter with a remote controlled camera. Rent or Buy. Fun
fact: In the first and only rehearsal for this film, Guadagnino had his actors immediately act out
the scene where they make out furiously. This is also the film that launched a thousand peach
memes. Twenty years later, she remains the only Black woman to have won it. Fun fact: This
erotic film featured unsimulated a. Fun fact: To promote the film, billboards were placed around
big cities attacking the fictional Sarah Marshall. That bothered some real-life Sarah Marshalls.
Fun fact: It took two grueling weeks to film this nudity-filled, crazy-yet-terrifying ritualistic sex
scene. Fun fact: This film was based on a real-life murder plot within the gay porn industry. Fun
fact: A combination of rough sex, spurting blood, and Rourke's buttocks got this horror movie
an X rating, before the scene was trimmed to appeal to the MPAA. The books they was based on
were actually fan-fic for the Twilight tween series. Fun fact : Rauch used a body double for this
movie's acrobatic sex scene, but Stan did not. That's flexibility. Fun fact: Cameron is planning
to make four Avatar sequels. No word yet if any will feature CGI tail sex, though. Fun fact: It
wouldn't be a movie about soulless corporate ladder-climbing without coke-fueled orgies.
Stanfield said he wanted to go nude, but his character's nudity was eventually cut from the
script. Fun fact: The Monty Python troupe wrote a rousing musical number called "Every Sperm
Is Sacred," along with this live sex ed demonstration. Fun fact: The sex scenes in this movie
had to be cut down to avoid an NC rating. Fun fact: The non-stop, high-velocity banter between
Ryder and Reeves throughout Destination Wedding does not let up during this awkward sex
scene. Fun fact: The Piano Teacher explores themes of sadomasochism and sexuality in a way
that makes Fifty Shades look like Saturday morning cartoons. Fun fact: Glazer hired people off
the street, not actors, to portray the men who succumb to Johansson's alien allure and
ultimately die in bizarre, mesmerizing ways. Fun fact: Originally, Mark Wahlberg's prosthetic
penis was 12 inches long, but because that looked ridiculous, it was shortened to seven inches.
Fun Fact: Two scenes, one of them a threesome, had to be cut from this film for it to avoid an
NC rating. The orgy scene and this masturbation scene remained, making the sequel that much
crazier than the already-crazy first Basic Instinct. Fun Fact: JGL knew he wouldn't get a big
Hollywood studio to make his porn addiction movie, so he did it on his own. Fun fact: Sarandon
refused to appear nude during this much-beloved, musical ensemble number. Fun Fact: Cena
said this scene was written to be much more physical, but Schumer and Apatow let him ad lib,
so it became something truly memorable. Fun Fact: Wiseau claimed, "I have to show my ass or
this movie won't sell. Fun fact: McAdams said the saliva used in this scene was actually
lychee-flavored lube. Fun fact: People allegedly fainted while watching this gory, French
cannibalism movie. Consider yourself warned. Fun Fact: This psychological thriller is one of
just six horror films to ever be nominated for a Best Picture Oscar. Fun Fact: Though not an
actual sex scene, this bonkers grapefruiting demonstration got the crew on Girls Trip to start
sending Haddish love letters and jewelry for her performance. Fun fact: Angelia Jolie turned
down the role of Malkina. Wonder why? Actors: Mickey Rourke and Kim Basinger. Fun fact:
Basinger used a body double for all of her sex scenes. Actors: Michael Fassbender and Amy
Hargreaves. Fun fact: The Standard Hotel in Manhattan's Meatpacking District is notorious for
couples having sex against the floor-to-ceiling windows, as one scene in this movie
demonstrates. Directed by: Paul Verhoeven. Fun fact: Showgirls is the highest-grossing NC
movie of all time. Actors: Donald Sutherland and Julie Christie. Fun fact: The scene still seems
so natural and real that rumors abound that Sutherland and Christie weren't really acting. Fun
fact: The unsimulated sex scenes were arguably more exciting during the film's 3D theatrical
release. And yet that's not the most shocking scene of the film. Fun fact: One of the multiple sex
scenes in this film took ten days to shoot, and sparked intense conversations about a director's
responsibility to actors' well-being on set. Fun fact: This sex scene was all improv. Including the
part where they keep their socks on. Actors: Malin Akerman and Patrick Wilson. Fun fact:
Snyder actually thought it would be a good idea to set a superhero sex scene to Leonard
Cohen's "Hallelujah. Fun fact: Pike practiced this murderous sex scene using a Dora the
Explorer doll. She also requested that she and Harris spend two hours alone on set preparing.
Fun fact: The crew found a dead body before filming a river scene. The police simply anchored
the corpse to the shore out of site until filming was completed. Fun fact: Luna is not

circumcised. That penis you see is pure prosthetic. Fun fact: After showing an initial version of
the film to the Motion Picture Association of America, the board gave it an NC rating for the sex
scene. After at least nine edits, the film finally got bumped down to an R rating. Fun fact: This
movie, in which Cruise wears Ray-Ban Wayfarers, boosted sales of the model by 50 percent.
Fun fact: Bale based his Patrick Bateman off Tom Cruise, as he called it "this very intense
friendliness with nothing behind the eyes. Fun fact: Rudolph was eight months pregnant while
shooting her scenes. Actors: Tom Cruise and a lot of naked people in scary masks. Fun fact:
Many of the orgy guests were computer-generated figures that obscured the sex acts, allowing
the film to get an R rating. United States. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Join
Esquire Select. The Real Genius of 'WandaVision'. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
The Handmaiden. Released: Directed by: Park Chan-wook Actors: Kim Tae-ri and Kim Min-hee
Fun fact: To shoot the lesbian sex scene in a way that made his leads feel comfortable, Park
gave the male crew members the day off, hired a female boom operator, and filmed the
encounter with a remote controlled camera. Call Me By Your Name. Monster's Ball. In the Realm
of Senses. Forgetting Sarah Marshall. Released: Directed by: Ari Aster Actors: Jack Reynor,
Isabelle Grill, and a lot of extras Fun fact: It took two grueling weeks to film this nudity-filled,
crazy-yet-terrifying ritualistic sex scene. King Cobra. Angel Heart. Fifty Shades of Grey Trilogy.
The Bronze. Sorry to Bother You. Monty Python's The Meaning of Life. Jason's Lyric.
Destination Wedding. The Piano Teacher. Under the Skin. Released: Directed by: Jonathan
Glazer Actors: Scarlett Johansson Fun fact: Glazer hired people off the street, not actors, to
portray the men who succumb to Johansson's alien allure and ultimately die in bizarre,
mesmerizing ways. Boogie Nights. Basic Instinct 2. Don Jon. The Rocky Horror Picture Show.
The Room. Sausage Party. Black Swan. Girls Trip. Released: Directed by: Malcolm D. Lee Actor:
Tiffany Haddish and a banana Fun Fact: Though not an actual sex scene, this bonkers
grapefruiting demonstration got the crew on Girls Trip to start sending Haddish love letters and
jewelry for her performance. The Counselor. Don't Look Now. The Paperboy. Blue Is the
Warmest Color. Wet Hot American Summer. Gone Girl. Wild Things. Team America. Shoot 'Em
Up. Risky Business. American Psycho. Eyes Wide Shut. Released: Directed by: Stanley Kubrick
Actors: Tom Cruise and a lot of naked people in scary masks Fun fact: Many of the orgy guests
were computer-generated figures that obscured the sex acts, allowing the film to get an R
rating. Subscribe to Esquire Magazine. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. New York. By entering your email
address you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from
Time Out about news, events, offers and partner promotions. Thanks for subscribing! Look out
for your first newsletter in your inbox soon! Rumpy pumpy. Slap and tickle. Fourth base. La
whoopsy-daisy. Whatever you call it, sex runs through cinema like an electric charge. Some
filmmakers chose to cut tastefully around the deed itself; some have thrown caution and
clothes to the wind to show it in all its glory. Others, like Nagisa Oshima with his notoriously
explicit In the Realm of the Senses , take it even further. A fair few of these films have won
Academy Awards ; some are classic feminist movies ; controversy has stalked many of them.
The film Working with a Daphne du Maurier short story, Roeg gives us Laura Christie and John
Sutherland , a married couple who travel from Britain to Venice for his job after losing their
young daughter in a drowning accident. Why is it so groundbreaking? It just feels so real. Their
sex feels like both an expression of grief and a welcome respite from it. The film After the
catatonic breakdown of stage star Elisabet Ullmann , she and nurse Alma Andersson enter into
a fluid, mesmerizing power struggle, also a meeting of the minds. The sex scene In a
semidarkened room, Alma relates a tale of sex on the beach with her girlfriend and a pair of
underage boys, an incident with dire consequences. A classic sex scene with no actual sex in
it? That's expert-level, folks. It helps to be Ingmar Bergman, the master director who could
wring a heartbreaking monologue out of a shoe. Andersson's matter-of-fact relation of graphic
acts makes the scene unbearably hot. The moment was often cut from prints by concerned
censors. The sex scene It gets mighty cold up there in the hills of Wyoming. After a night
drinking whiskey, the ranchers huddle up for warmth, and thenâ€¦. Ang Lee put gay sex in the
mainstream. Some critics, including Roger Ebert, believed homophobia factored in the voting.
The sex scene How do we pick just one? To isolate any moment from the maelstrom of deviant
and unsimulated behavior would be arbitrary by default. He then instructs Sada to squat like a
hen and lay the egg on the floor before he eats it. The film Sharon Stone stars as writer
Catherine Tramell, a noirish femme fatale suspected of murdering a music mogul with an ice
pick during a bondage sex session. Dressed to kill in a slinky white suit, she basically performs
a striptease, slipping off her jacket as she bats their questions aside. Finally she uncrosses and
recrosses her legs, showing themâ€”and usâ€”that her lips are sealed sorry. The scene is one

of the most controversial and iconic of the s. Buy, rent or watch Basic Instinct. The sex scene
While nailed to the cross, an angel appears to Jesus and leads him on a guided hallucination of
the life he might have lead. That life includes Jesus fathering a child with Mary Magdalene, and
it turns out that sex is the best way to do that. The film A slapstick comedy starring Claudette
Colbert as a spoiled heiress running away to elope with the wrong guy. Clark Gable is the
disgraced reporter she meets on the bus to New York City. Her plan changes. The sex scene No
sex here, just a tricky situation: Colbert and Gable are forced to spend the night together in a
hotel room pretending to be husband and wife when their bus breaks down. Because sheet or
no sheet, this was the era of Hays Code censorship, intended to stamp any whiff of
misbehavior. Mayer from signing up the starlet, renaming her Hedy Lamarr and launching a new
Hollywood goddess. Note also the highly symbolic string of pearls falling to the floor. The sex
scene Brando pins Schneider facedown on a hardwood floor and indulges his fondness for
dairy products in an unforgettable fashion. A pipe bomb of an art film, Last Tango in Paris will
always be controversial. Even at its debut at the New York Film Festival, there were screams,
walkouts, calls for banning and weeks of media handwringing on TV and in print. More crucially,
the scene is dramatically motivated: a primal exchange of power and vulnerability. Most movies
use sex either as cheap titillation or as a form of punctuation. These characters are both playing
roles here: he, the mad-with-lust macho man; she, the shrinking coquette. The film Swank won
an Oscar for her portrayal of Brandon Teena, a transgender man murdered in Nebraska in The
sex scene At night in a field so dark and striking it feels like a faraway dream, Brandon Swank
and Lana Sevigny have sex for the first time. Lana tells it in flashback to her friends, her
emotional arc doubled by the way the scene bounces between present and past. Yet it is still the
most culturally prominent portrayal of a transgender man in American cinema. Its brutal
conclusion claws at the memory 15 years after its premiere, but its hopeful moments remain
just as important. Because it still feels completely, unnervingly real. Future director Harmony
Korine was just 19 when he penned the script and the result proved hugely controversial, with
Clark accused of flirting with child pornography. The sex scene Linda is unable to orgasm, so
she pays a visit to a psychiatrist, Dr. Young Reems â€”a real kook but horny as hell. He
discovers her unusual condition. His solution? Years later, the film was still making headlines
when Lovelace claimed that her then-husband Chuck Traynor forced her into taking part. Then
she awakens: The entire scene is a daydream. The flirtation becomes mutual. The sex scene Up
in the sweltering attic, Elio writhes in sexual frustration. Then Oliver discovers him, and things
get even hotter. The film This is the hippyish story of what happens when depressive,
death-obsessed rich boy Harold Cort meets Maude Gordon an optimistic, happy-go-lucky
year-old. So we have to make do with a postcoital scene. While Maude sleeps, Harold sits up in
bed blowing bubbles. And when was the last time you saw a movie that treated the sexual
desires of a woman over 60 as something other than the butt of a joke? They fall in love and
face the challenge of sharing something in the long term other than sex. Eva Marie Saint is the
platinum blond he meets on the run. Grant pulls her up on to the bed just Hitch cuts to the train
plunging into a tunnel. For its sheer audacity alone. In , such things were simply not allowed.
The sex scene Having been recruited by the titular forces of truth, justice and heavy weaponry,
greatest-actor-of-his-generation Gary finds himself attracted to his quip-happy comrade, Lisa.
The film This mids London-set British comedy tackles issues of race, sexuality and politics with
a pleasingly light touch as it tells the story of Omar Warnecke , a young British-Pakistani man
seduced by the capitalist dreamâ€”David Ehrlichspite his father being a left-wing radical. Frears
presents an interracial, same-sex relationship as nothing special: not an issue, not a
dilemmaâ€”just fun, youthful and impulsive. The sex scene When hubby discovers Rampling in
her secret Parisian love nest, he pulls back the sheets to reveal her simian playmate. How many
comedies about bestiality are there? The sex scene Not a sex scene, per se. Female orgasms
had always been a no-no in the movies. Scriptwriter Nora Ephron ingeniously dodged the
problem by taking the climax out of the bedroom. The film A Bedford-Stuyvesant block
explodes on the most sweltering day of the summer, as a local pizzeria becomes a magnet for
racial tensions. The sex scene Long before the movie eases into its more serious register,
delivery boy Mookie Lee goes AWOL from his route, teasing girlfriend Tina Perez with dripping
ice cubes skillfully applied to bared parts of her body. The scene, no doubt, gave plenty of
couples a few new ideas. It's also a perfectly judged comic interludeâ€”a refresher, if you
willâ€”in a tightly plotted drama. But for all the nudity on display, it never feels gratuitous.
Rather, it's a crucial reminder of the joys we have to live for. The film Determined to make a
place for sex in cinema outside of pornography, John Cameron Mitchell created this panorama
of sexual problems and possibilities centered around an underground salon in New York City.
The sex scene In the midst of a citywide power outage, everything comes together in a final
climax of togetherness. The characters arrive one by one, wordlessly smiling at each other and

approaching one last sexual burst. A band arrives, the tempo quickens, and the room spins.
Happiness is a chorus and an orgy. The point here is sex as character development, as
metaphor, as art. His handicap is the elephant in the room, but it does nothing to diminish the
quality of their sexâ€”in fact, Sally enjoys her first orgasm. The Vietnam War returned a
generation of American men back to their lives with devastating wounds, physical and
otherwise. These days we can choose between the arty and hard-core versions. Dramatically,
the scene is hard to swallow, but it sure ties the film together. This was hardly the first time that
a respected actor performed an unsimulated explicit sexual act, but seldom had it been done
with such commitment, despite the potential consequences it could have had for her career.
Insisting that the film should be played in museums and admitting that she and Gallo had been
intimate before, Sevigny was openly proud of her involvement in the project. That first Cannes
screening provoked William Morris Agency to drop Sevigny as a client, but Sevigny would soon
prove she was just getting started. The film As the U. The sex scene Their relationship reaches
its onscreen climax during a day at the beach, as these two illicit paramours get freaky in the
sand. The scene itself is also surprisingly steamy for classic-era Hollywood, with those skimpy
costumes and all that crashing metaphorical surf. Will it be Divine's Babs Johnson or jealous
sleazoids the Marbles? The sex scene Cookie Mueller infiltrates the pink trailer and hooks up
with Crackers Mills , a taste-challenged layabout. Their sex is wild, no doubt enhanced by the
presence of a live, squawking chicken that gets crushed in between the wildly humping duo. We
won't poop on anyone's pleasure by ruining it. But the chicken-sex scene is impossible to
forget, no doubt contributing to the movie's notoriety and world-wide bannings. The sex scene
Film director Pablo Poncela meets a young man named Antonio Banderas and takes him home.
It may still be his freshest effort. The film A hard-charging lawyer Spader hires an unstable
young assistant Gyllenhaal who turns the tables on him in a sadomasochistic relationship
conducted after hours. The sex scene Viewers are treated to some rather sweet
body-worshipping by film's end, but most remember it for Gyllenhaal bent over a desk, slowly
sliding down her panties. Consensual dominance and submission is the undercurrent of many
indie films. Impressively, though, Secretary does double duty: It celebrates the occasionally
violent intimacy between two partners while somehow launching the career of a fully
empowered female actor, Gyllenhaal, who's never less than confident. Warner Bros. Obscure
much of the iconic orgy sequence with dark CGI silhouettes. There's also something daring
about demoting Richard Gere to the role of cuckold. For her sensitive portrayal, Lane got all the
way to a Best Actress Oscar nomination. The film Rocking girl group the Carrie Nations heads
to L. The sex scene Rapacious pornstar Ashley St. Ives Williams puts the moves on band
manager Harris Gurian , sidling up to him in a Rolls-Royce, inviting him to the back seat and
shedding her panties for some shrieky, orgiastic coupling. The sex scene The two leads are in
bed on a hot South American night. First they kiss, with an explicit passion somewhat
unprecedented in the filmography of a director whose masterpieces are frequently more about
longing. Then they grow mad together. It is as abruptly erotic as their relationship, rocking in
bed with reckless abandon. Leung was a huge star in Hong Kong at the time, and had never
done something quite so transgressive as starring in a gay romance. Pop star Cheung, on the
other hand, had not yet publicly acknowledged his bisexuality. The film D. At the time, though,
this must have seemed pretty trangressive. Russell gave us the ultimate movie bromance
before anyone had even invented the word. The scene is famous for being the first time British
audiences got to see pubes on the big screen yes, said hairs are exclusively female. The film A
promiscuous year-old plunges body and soul into sex, politics and the vagaries of adult life.
Meanwhile, the film's crew grapples with the subject matter in behind-the-scenes footage. The
sex scene Lena Nyman dips her head and offers tender kisses to her boyfriend's sleeping
member. Sweden's provocative export got hung up in the U. Still, it was banned in
Massachusetts and one Houston theater burned to the ground as a result of arson. Full-front
male nudity remains rare in moviesâ€”unless you're Jason Segel. The film This hugely popular
slice of s French erotica tells of Emmanuelle Kristel , an expat living in Thailand who liberally
sleeps with men and womenâ€”mostly for our pleasure, of course. Moments of masturbation,
several lesbian scenes and a shot of a woman smoking a cigarette with her vagina fell foul of
the censors. Soles, John Michael Graham. No longer were sybaritic, sexually promiscuous
teens something to be celebrated. In an increasingly conservative era, their indecency would
instead lead to an abrupt and bloody death, with only the virginal heroine spared. Stewart,
Carrie Szlasa. If the sight of an erection is still fairly rare in cinema, to see a severely disabled
man brandishing his broadsword with evident pride is surely unique. The film A high-school
guidance counselor Dillon , a wealthy brat student Richards and a loner from the trashy side of
town Campbell get involved in a double-crossing scheme, but the Florida swamp water soon
overtakes them. Hollywood still doesn't offer that much group sex at least onscreen and such

teacher-student relations scream with inappropriateness. As actors Chevallier and Bruneau
have a conversation in the nude, Godard splits the image apart, assigning each of his 3-D
cameras to its own eye. Like pretty much every technological innovation invented for cinema,
3-D was eventually used to shoot sex and much earlier than this. The psychedelic visuals
suggest that hallucinogens had made their way to Tokyo by The sex scene Having rescued
curvy Miriam from being sold to the highest bidder, Aladdin gets her alone and the animation
turns extremely trippy: Think purple skin tones and lots of floral motifs. The sex scene There
are a number of appropriate moments in this edge-of-madness, edge-of-genius antidrama.
Wound sex. Do we really need to expound on that? Okay, fine: Cronenberg has always
concerned himself with perversions of the flesh. The film This chirpy high-school virgin-com
follows four pals desperate to get their respective rocks off before graduation. But instead we
prefer the moment where Jim Biggs is seduced by his flexible East European houseguest
Elizabeth , but sadly steps off the love train a stop or two early. If not necessarily for better.
Sorry, Jim. Oral sex of the man going down on a woman variety has always been a taboo in
Hollywood. Ours is reversed and somehow it's perceived as pornographic. Inevitably, he gets in
too deep. While the director claims 40 minutes were cut including footage taken in real sex
clubs , the finished film does include shots lifted from gay pornography. The sex scene The
local nuns, convinced that they have been possessed by the devil, are having their demons
exorcised by a witch hunter. But when their psychosomatic condition remains unresolved, they
promptly descend into an orgiastic fever, some of them using a giant crucifix as a dildo,
commencing a sequence that has since become known as the Rape of Christ. By using
unfettered sexual mania as the catalyst for his jeremiad, Russell insured that he would whip
viewers into a frenzy on par with the one he was depicting onscreen albeit a frenzy of a different
kind. The scene was cut by Warner Bros. The sex scene Urged on by a conspiring Pepi, punky
Bom stands on a chair and pees on meek Luci. Because Luci is overheating of course. This
would be a jaw-dropping scene in a movie today. Take into account how deeply conservative
Spain still was in , and this anarchic comedy is nothing short of revolutionary in cultural and
sexual terms. The film A love story? Or a porn film? The sex scene Take your pick. The film
splits half and half between sex and nonsex the latter heavy on concert footage. Possibly the
most memorable sex scene is a foot job in the bathtub. Cinema has been extremely
conservative and prudish. The sex scene Vera Negoda straddles atop of Sergei Sokolov in a
hostel room, rocking back and forth on top of him as they coolly discuss the recent lunch at
which she had introduced him to her parents. Vera informs Sergei that she told them she was
pregnant, and continues riding him while he tries to suss out whether or not Vera was lying to
her family. The sex, which comes early in the piece, is not male gaze-y or gratuitous, but
sensual and characterful, which may have something to do with the presence of sex educator
Susie Bright on set. The film U. Themed around the sexual and political theories of Wilhelm
Reich, its heady mix includes Soviet propaganda clips, upsetting material filmed in insane
asylums and even a psychotic Russian ice skater. TV showing two decades later saw his
manhood hilariously masked by superimposed animation. Sebastian on location in sunny
Sardinia, entirely in Latin and with a homoerotic porn sheen lent to the whole affair. The sex
scene Two men make love in the water and we see a flash of an erection. Remember that
homosexual acts were only decriminalized in the U. The film Pre- Girls , this is the film that got
Lena Dunham noticed. She writes, directs and stars as Aura, a twentysomething woman stuck
in that who-am-I-and-what-am-I-doing? The sex scene They meet at work. She lives with her
mom. So they go to a construction site and do the deed in a giant metal pipe, doggy style. The
film Impulsively violent drifter Nomi Berkley heads to Las Vegas, where she's enraptured by the
nude dance shows and moneyâ€”but there's always a cost. The sex scene Casino big shot Zack
MacLachlan has his eye on the hustling blond, an opportunity she seizes as they head to a
private swimming pool. The splashy floundering that ensues is a high-point of ridiculously
unreasonable expectations. It's not meant to be funny, but primo cheese like this is rare.
Verhoeven's mainstream riskinessâ€”no matter how tawdryâ€”now seems like a thing of the
past. He somehow managed to get his NC ass-terpiece into malls, which is saying something.
The sex scene A trip out of the city for inspiration leads to a late night of wine and physical
connection, in which Lucy coaxes Syd through sex. What could feel clumsy is instead a triumph
of apprehension and an almost eerie sense of foreboding supplied by original music from
Shudder to Think. And in , director Albert Kirchner coaxed actress Louise Willy to strip in front
of the camera. The sex scene Willy plays a bride on her wedding night, taking off her clothes,
while her new husband blithely reads the newspaper. This being the s, there are layers of frills,
corsets and bloomers to get through, so it takes a couple of minutes. It might look tame today,
but this is the birthplace of porn. After all, this a consensual couple, nuzzling in a hotel room,
neither of them nude. But for two actors to be in a single bed together was, in its own way, a

quiet revolution in postâ€”Hays Code Hollywood. Hitchcock knew he needed to supply heat and
attraction to motivate the criminality to come. But, like, the sex looks really good. Luke and Jon,
both HIV-positive and on the run from the law, share an awkward but very memorable sudsy
embrace. The movie ends without happy resolution, or even clarity, but the brief outburst of
near-separatist joy is revolutionary in itself. The sex scene When Max Turner and Ely Brodie
finally reach the sexual climax of their long flirtation, Troche almost skips past it. A Greek
chorus of intimate discussions among friends about sex, relationships and the politics of it all
punctuates the film. The sex is not only a manifestation of the desire shared by two women, but
a celebration of lesbian community as well. Arguably pornographic and indisputably grotesque,
the scene is only acceptable if at all because of Van Peebles Sr. The film is based on a series of
stories by novelist Hanif Kureishi. The film brought a no-nonsense European art-house
approach to U. The film A schoolteacher living in West Berlin played by director Ripploh himself
flits between his relationship, his work life and his penchant for anonymous sex in public
places. The sex scene Frank meets an auto mechanic and later takes him home. This leads to
the kinkiest sex in the film, complete with leather and water sports. Its explicit sex has a
carefree joy due to its anonymity, its risks and its gleeful filth. The film Kids and parents
misbehave in Ang Lee's chilly Nixon-era drama, based on the novel by Rick Moody and set
during one booze-saturated Thanksgiving weekend. The sex scene Profoundly embarrassed by
their wayward spouses, Elena Allen and Jim Sheridan take matters into their own hands, fleeing
a key party and attempting to have some revenge sex in the front seat of a skidding car.
Hazardous, damaging and deeply unsatisfying to both partners, the sex somehow makes
everything worse. It's over in a comically brief span of time. Sex scenes this uncomfortable
rarely make it to the screen with as much honesty. Despite and because of the ensuing
controversy, it worked. The sex scene The whole film can be seen as one long sex scene. A
woman Casar attempts suicide in a gay club, is saved by a man Italian porn star Siffredi and
pays him to spend four nights with her in her apartment. The psychological warfare and
emotional brutality from that point on is all one bundle of flesh and philosophy. Breillat has put
explicit sex into a number of her films, since the very beginning of her career. The film Jon
Voight is the naive Texan in a Stetson who dreams of becoming a gigolo in New York City,
certain that rich women will lavish him with money in return for sex. In reality, he hooks up with
pathetic deadbeat Ratso Rizzo Hoffman. The sex scene Voight is hustling in Times Square when
he picks up a nerdy kid Bob Balaban and the two disappear into a seedy cinema. The kid gives
Joe a blow job in the back row. This was , one year after the creation of the modern rating
system. They make love, then they go swimming. More than that, though, with its Sundance
prizes and its international feel, this is a step forward for representation of lesbians in world
cinema in general. The sex scene With hubby away, the yearning intensifies in the moments
before the wife decides to cross the line with her houseguest. They freak out and return home,
where eventually the mood changes and they have sex for the first time. The choice by a
significant, heterosexual male American auteur to use lesbian sexuality in a work of boldly
experimental narrative is not by definition a safe one. The film This is a campy skin flick
packaged as a spoof of the Flash Gordon stories and superhero tales in general. The original
intention was to include hard-core pornographic scenes. In the end, a less-explicit version was
released to cash in on the gimmick. You get the picture. It even features a penis-shaped
spaceship. And a sidekick named Dr. Flexi Jerkoff. The sex scene Three sexy actors get up to a
number of scantily cladâ€”and fully nudeâ€”encounters in a book-lined hothouse apartment.
Eva Green is such a once-in-a-generation screen siren that mere close-ups of her face can feel
like the best sex scenes ever committed to film. But one moment here in which her sexpot
heroine squeezes into a bathtub with her brother and their American houseguest causes a
splash heh for how it suggests that her character is starting to lose control of her erotic drive.
To foreign audiences, this was a shocking and delightful way to begin a movie. To French ones,
it might have just been another Tuesday. And can you believe this movie was up for the Best
Foreign Film Oscar? Even though it lost, it certainly helped scenes of explicit sex enter the
mainstream. The sex scene There are many to choose from, running the gamut from what seem
like standard fetish sessions to troubling, politically charged fantasies. This scene is significant
because it shows sex workers not simply as the fantasies of clients, but as people on their own
professional journeys. The sex scene It may be hard to take your eyes off the computer-assisted
trickery that erases Cotillard's limbs, but there's no denying that these well-toned lovers work
their way into a lather, proving that amputee sex need not be a turn-off. The sex is hot, but Rust
and Bone brews an overall attraction that speaks well to the commitment of both lead actors.
It's a textbook example of using physical intimacy to convey a blooming sense of confidence.
The sex scene Pinto, who has been living with HIV for two decades, spend much of the film
musing on human sexuality. Still, it comes as something of a surprise when he cuts to a long

take of himself and his partner in bed, engaged in real sex. Its matter-of-factness, particularly in
a doc, is unexpectedly thrilling and new. What Now? Remind Me. Needless to say, the film was
produced by Lee Daniels. The sex scene Hank Thornton has just quit his job after watching his
son Heath Ledger shoot himself in the chest. Hank is going to make Leticia feel good. For one
thing, it remains the most graphic and prolonged sex scene to ever feature an actor named Billy
Bob. For her fearless work in in this scene and others, Berry became the first African-American
to ever win the Oscar for Best Actress. On their drive she happens to see Mikhail, and chooses
him to be her partner in what begins as a completely impersonal experience. There are not
enough films that portray transgender protagonists with respect and fullness of character.
Gender and sexuality are different things, after all. The sex in this film is almost entirely
separate from love, despite the fact that the rest of its plot is essentially a plural love story. This
specific scene both complicates that tension and drives it home, forcing us to rethink the
boundaries of all relationships. The film This German drama tells of Inge Werner , a woman in
her late 60s. Her marriage has lost its spark, so she starts an affair with Karl Westphal , a man a
decade older. And director Dresen does so with a minimum of fuss and fanfare,
unapologetically showing aging bodies and weary flesh. The sex scene No sex. This was after
all. Crafty old Alfred Hitchcock pulled a fast one over the censors. According to the rules of the
time laid out in the Hays Code, no screen kiss could last longer than three seconds. Hitch
instructed his actors to kiss, pull apart, kiss again, pull apart and so on, for a marathon smooch.
The film Although Sweden has produced more than its fair share of internationally exportable
smut, this intimate documentary portrait of two long-haired, free-spirited teens, Stoffe and
Kenta, mostly intercuts revealing interview material with footage of their frequently dull
existence. The sex scene Sweet talk gives way to rawer pleasures as Stoffe and a female
playmate get down to it with the film crew in remarkably close attendance. The ensuing
interrogation lasts all night. The sequence is the first truly explicit moment in the filmâ€”and the
first time that the ostensibly heterosexual representative of the state is forced to react to images
of gay sexuality. The sex scene There are many to choose from but perhaps the most
controversial is a central hookup involving a hustler with a prosthetic leg and a john with an
amputee fetish. The film Danish provocateur Von Trier explores the increasingly troubled sex
life of self-confessed sex addict Joe, played by two different actors at different ages. The
teasing, slyly comic double-penetration episode with Gainsbourg and two men? Perhaps most
memorable is a parade of penises that Von Trier flashes onscreen one after another. Is she
going to read him his rights? Well, kinda. Okay, no. Shot from above, sprawled out on the
ground with their heads together, the two men become a strikingly fired-up image of throbbing
sexuality in a closeted time. The burden of representation has long been a problematic topic in
queer cinema: Do we want gay criminals and murderers onscreen? The film Eight years after
winning the world's heart at the Olympics, chirpy Ohio gymnast Hope Ann Greggory Rauch has
soured into a toxic, desperate mess. Buckley's comedy makes a mockery of the second-chance
sports drama. She hooks up with a fellow gymnast and frenemy Stan who took her virginity
years earlier. Their athletic sex is a staggering display of sweaty leaps, lunges and impossible
positions. This so-so Sundance film busts its way on to our list via the clownish exuberance of
its one brilliant scene partly performed by a member of the Cirque du Soleil. Hope's night of
pleasure rocked festival audiences and dominated sex-centric discussions over the entire
festival. We give it a perfect ten on the dismount. The film Alex Efron is an intersex Argentine
teenager trying to decide how to handle the psychological, physical and social reality of being
born with both male and female genitalia. The sex scene Well aware of what might be going on
between her free-spirited adopted daughter Cay Charbonneau and the uptight Vivian Shaver ,
Frances Audra Lindley kicks the older woman out of her ranch and into a hotel. Not one to give
up, Cay follows Vivian to her room and eases her into a new kind of lovemaking. A joyous
warmth beams from the sex scene, passionate but also remarkably relaxed. The film According
to veteran Disney animator Ward Kimball, this no-holds-barred silent-era porn cartoon was
made by a trio of studios working separately, though evidently dirty minds think alike. Watch
out for that cactus! Marked by a bold and direct approach, the film is about the intersection of
gender, race and sexuality. Polish Laura Sieklucka is given a year to fall for her suave Italian
crime boss kidnapper Massimo Morrone. Critics, including the singer Duffy, have accused it of
glamorising sex trafficking, kidnapping and rape. Preambled by a quick tour of his ripped
tapestry of battle scars, the pair get hot and heavy at her apartment. The romantic power of
Stockholm syndrome, apparently. Cinematic sex sells, and, thanks to the global ubiquity of
streaming platforms, it does it at warp speed these days. Thanks to the advent of streaming, the
next Showgirls -style guilt watch is now just a click away. The sex scene When their fictional
suburban mom Joan Allen learns the shocking facts of life from daughter Witherspoon, she
runs a quiet bath and decides to take matters into her own hands. The idea of masturbation as

an act of female empowerment may not be new, but this must be the first time a mainstream
Hollywood movie not just depicted the act but did so with gusto and a complete absence of
ahem beating around the bush. So many options, but which to pick? Consult our ranked list of
the very
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